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UAW Local 249 member Debbie Shelton sorts parts at the new truck
Material Sorting Center (MSC) in the stamping complex. The facility is
part of a 500,000 sq.ft. expansion that is under construction at KCAP.
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Officers of Local 249

UAW Local 249 welcomed new members who stood to take the oath at the August
union meeting. Photo by Don Lehman.

President Jason Starr
1st Vice President Tony Renfro
2nd Vice President Tom Carr
Recording Secretary Shirley Mata
Financial Secretary Dana Davidson
Treasurer Chrissy Kline
Trustees Ed Scaggs, Connie Thomas, Sade Ott
Sergeant at Arms Leon Allen
Guide Jeremy Fue
Bargaining Chair Jim Fisher
Bargaining Committee Steve Chorbak, Dean Freed and Don Picard
Skilled Trades Bargaining Committee Member Ron Pangborn
Parts Depot Bargaining Chair Dave Rogers
Nurse’s Bargaining Chair Cathy Koogler
Team Solutions Bargaining Chair David Norris
Retiree Representative Larry Rupp
The Regular Membership Meeting of United Automobile Workers Amalgamated Local
Union 249 is held on the third Sunday of each month at 2:00 p.m. in the local union hall,
8040 NE 69 Highway, Pleasant Valley, Mo. The Executive Board Meeting is held at 1:00
p.m. prior to the Regular Membership Meeting.

UAW-Ford Joint Programs

United Auto Workers Local 249, Sunrise Movement KC, Jobs With Justice, UAW Local
31, NAACP Kansas City Mo, Metro Organization for Racial and Economic Equity MORE2, and Stand Up KC stands arm and arm with techs at Truman Medical fighting
for their union and their right to organize. Photo by Stand Up KC.

Apprentice Training
Cortez Bradley 816-459-2060
Benefits
Steve Hibbs, Derron Joyner and Jason Hartman 816-454-6333
Employee Involvement
Chad Troncin 816-459-1372
Darroyce Thornton 816-459-1490
Employee Support Services
Kenny Alexander 816-459-1226
Health and Safety
Ed Samborski 816-459-1210 • Terry Tharp 816-459-1407
Ulysses Bales 816-459-1605 • Joe Camper 816-459-5559
Dave Sambol 816-459-1223
Quality
John Lowe and Jeff Wright 816-459-1232
Dealer Rep. Danny Mata
Job Sourcing and Production Standards
Jim Ryan and Todd Wyse 816-459-1466

Helpful Numbers

Quality Hotline 1-866-723-3937
Employee Health Services 816-459-1226
National Employee Service Center 1-800-248-4444
Blue Care 816-395-2700
Blue Cross PPO 1-800-482-5146
Preferred Care Blue PPO 816-395-3193
Child Care Referrals 866-327-7952
UNICARE Life Insurance 1-800-843-8184
UNICARE Medical/Disability Leave Claims 1-877-475-9652
Delta Dental (Active) 844-223-8520
Delta Dental (Retired) 800-524-0149
United Concordia Dental Plan 1-800-937-6432
Ford A,X,& Z Plan 1-800-348-7709
www.fordvehicleprograms.com
UAW-Ford Legal Services 800-482-7700
UAW-Ford TESPHE 1-800-248-4444

Community Services Chairperson Kim Rowland accepts food brought in for the strike
pantry during the August union meeting. Photo by Don Lehman.
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Visit Local 249 on the web at www.local249.org
Like Local 249 on Facebook www.facebook.com/local249
Follow us on Twitter @UAWLocal249

Labor News From the World Wide Web

The Picket Line
Eight-figure salaries

L

abor organizers said no one is interested in bleeding the companies, because Detroit Three workers share in the profits, so everyone wins if the
company does well. But slashing worker benefits while adding perks for executives who earn eight-figure salary packages gets UAW workers’ attention.
“Things are going really well now,” a UAW source said. “It’s time to share.” —
Detroit Free Press

Ford likely to be first for 2019 UAW contract
negotiations
Organizing update: 29,000 new UAW
members since 2015
Solidarity Magazine

I

n the face of significant corporate challenges and obstacles, the UAW has
organized over 29,000 members in new workplaces since 2015, Director of
UAW Organizing Tracy Romero told delegates at the March Special Bargaining Convention.
This is in opposition to the over $1 stand against their boss with little to
billion spent annually by corporations no protection. It’s those workers who
and anti-union organizations to de- are up against the bosses’ anti-worker
feat workers who demand bargaining and antiunion legislation or the bullyrights in the workplace.
ing tactics day in and day out.”
And those resources do not inYet thanks to the courage of these
clude the constant use by companies workers, many have found success
of threats, intimidation and obstacles and a seat at the bargaining table.
to organizing. Nor do they include an There were nine new gaming units at
increasing effort by radical legislators the time of the convention, and five
to create laws that make organizing additional units in Las Vegas joined
difficult to achieve and create strong in votes that took place after the
odds in the workplace.
convention. There are 11 new higher
But Romero said that unorganized education units, seven Technical, Ofworkers who want a union have tough fice and Professional units, five new
obstacles thrown at them. Research health care units, 47 new Independent
shows a union supporter is fired by Parts and Suppliers units, and one new
the boss in one out of three organizing Transnational unit.
campaigns. Anti-union consultants are
“In 2018, we organized almost
hired in three out of four organizing 16,000 new members. I, like all of you in
drives. Almost 90 percent of the work- this room, were not a part of the Battle
ers the UAW tries to organize are forced of the Overpass or the Flint Sit-down
to sit through one-on-one meetings Strike. But if those workers could do it
with their direct supervisors who rou- and if the 16,000 from 2018 could stand
tinely bash unions.
their ground, I challenge all of you to
“It’s those workers who have the ask yourself what it is you can do to
toughest job,” Romero told delegates. support workers with no protection,
“It’s those workers who are taking a no guarantees or no contract.”

Over $1 billion is spent annually to defeat
workers who demand bargaining rights in
the workplace.

O

fficials have made no decisions in the UAW contract negotiations yet,
but industry and union sources indicate that the UAW relationship with
Ford is the most stable and least contentious. Ford is reportedly viewed as a
good-faith partner according to union negotiators.
That doesn’t mean that UAW contract negotiations with Ford will go smoothly. The negotiations are expected to be very aggressive with the union and Ford
fighting over health-care costs, hourly wage increases, use of temporary workers,
and reducing the 8-year grow-in period. The grow-in period is the time it takes a
new UAW worker at a Ford plant to move from the lowest wages to the highest
wages. — Ford Authority

UAW most frustrated with GM amid Big Three
contract talks

G

M announced last year that it would be closing four US plants, including
Lordstown Assembly and Detroit-Hamtramck Assembly, upsetting its
American workforce as they watched new products like the Chevrolet Blazer
get allocated to Mexico. Employees are also upset that they accepted wage cuts
following GM’s bankruptcy and have watched executives receive massive payouts in the years since, receiving little for their sacrifices. — GM Authority

Fuyao president talks of firing UAW
supporters in ‘American Factory’

I

n the film “American Factory,” — which premiered on Netflix Aug. 21— viewers see Fuyao Glass America President Jeff Liu tell Fuyao Global Chairman
Cho Tak Wong that he has fired some supporters of the United Auto Workers’
bid to create a bargaining unit at Fuyao’s Moraine plant.
Via a subtitled translation in the film, we also see Cho threaten to shut the
plant down if workers vote a union in. Both statements were made in private
meetings at Fuyao with a documentary crew filming the event.
During the UAW’s campaign to unionize the plant in 2016 and 2017, some
UAW supporters said they were being singled out for punishment or termination. According to the National Labor Relations Act, employees have “the right
to self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor organizations.
”According to a section of that law, it is an unfair labor practice for an employer “to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of the rights
guaranteed in Section 7” of the act.“
For example, you may not threaten employees with adverse consequences,
such as closing the workplace, loss of benefits, or more onerous working conditions, if they support a union, engage in union activity, or select a union to
represent them,” the NLRB says.
Cynthia Harper, a former Fuyao employee and a UAW supporter during the
union’s campaign, testified before a House subcommittee in March 2019 that
Fuyao fired her. — Dayton Daily News
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UAW Local 249 Skilled Trades Bargaining Committeeman Ron Pangborn, left to right, Senior Master Sergeant Merle Green and safety trainer, new hire facilitator, diversity
trainer and Chairperson of the Veterans Committee Dave Grant spent an afternoon touring the Kansas City Assembly Plant. Green, who served in WW II, Korea and Vietnam
is a big fan of the Ford brand. Photo by Don Lehman.

American hero tours KCAP

A

By Dave Grant

ugust 13, I had the distinct honor and pleasure as the safety trainer,
new hire facilitator, diversity trainer and Chairperson of the Veterans
Committee to meet Senior Master Sergeant Merle Green. Not only
is Merle Green a prodigy of the greatest generation, the generation that
served in WWII, he also served in Korea, and Vietnam.
While in the South Pacific during they were able to find an island to land
World War II as a crew chief and flight on after praying that the fuel would
engineer he flew 1500 hours. Merle hold out until someplace was found.
also chalked up 300 hours of combat
Merle’s tour of the Ford Motor
missions all over the South Pacific drop- Kansas City Assembly Plant began with
ping combat troops, supplies, food and a presentation in the conference room
ammunition. He also evacuated the of the Administration building where
wounded from front lines to hospi- several members of management,
tals. He was on twenty seven different Skilled Trades bargainer Ron Pangborn,
and myself were assembled.
islands in the South Pacific.
Merle and his wife were showered
Twice, he and the crew of five were
with
gifts from Ford and given a plaque
reported missing in action because of
signed
by Ford management and our
being lost in bad storms. Each time
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UAW Bargaining Chairman Jim Fisher.
He also received key chains, a hat,
and a model of the Transit van as well.
Ron Pangborn and I presented the Senior Master Sergeant with a UAW local
249 Veterans hat, a challenge coin, and
a UAW solidarity shirt.
Using the new train, reserved for
VIP for tours, we all set out to give Mr.
Green and his wife a tour of the Transit
System.
Many employees came off their
jobs to shake Senior Master Sergeant
Green’s hand and to thank him for his
service.
The membership of UAW Local 249
sure made me proud with their politeness and overall gracious attitude
towards a true American hero.
After the completion of this tour

and many accolades from Local 249
members and management, we assembled in front of the plant for a
photo op with Mr. and Mrs. Green in
one of our luxurious 2019 F-150’s.
Senior Master Sergeant Green
really did not want this adventure to
end, but it was time for this hero to
return home.
Senior Master Sergeant Green,
who loves the Ford brand, arranged
to have a tour of the plant from a
neighbor who is a Local 249 member.
The Green’s really enjoyed their day
and were excited to see the assembly
process.
What really makes this man special
in so many folk’s eyes is that he was
born on July 4th, 1921 and celebrated
his 98th birthday.

WILL FORD BE THE
TARGET?
A

By Pat Hayes

n August 14 article in the Detroit Free Press citing sources close to the
auto talks in Detroit suggests that the UAW may choose Ford Motor
Company as the target in this round of negotiations. The news item,
“UAW members are preparing to live on $250 a week. Here’s why,” quotes
a veteran UAW member, who is unnamed, as saying, “We think Ford would
be the best deal.”
The Free Press might well turn out around? Again, no one knows.
to be right. It may be dead wrong. The
However, many believe that a
truth is, no one knows which company strike at one or more of the companies
– Ford, GM or FCA – the UAW will target is more likely this year that in recent
in the negotiations. In fact, as has hap- times.
pened in the past, the union may not
Why? Autoworkers are angry that
choose a target at all this time around. they haven’t been rewarded during the
Right now, UAW negotiators are good times of recent years for the sacrimeeting with all three companies. fices they made to save the companies
Each side – company and union – is following the economic crash of 2008.
circling the other like boxers in the The auto manufacturers, on the other
early rounds of a fight. They’re feeling hand, anticipate slowing sales and –
each other out. Trying to learn what the perhaps – another downturn soon.
They want to base the next contract on
other side wants.
If past practice holds this time those fears rather than the high profits
around, International President Gary of recent times.
Jones will make a decision about which
Lavish pay increases for company
company to target sometime after executives coupled with cuts for hourly
Labor Day. If a target is chosen, talks workers have also stoked worker
at the other companies will be put on anger.
Added to those factors, the auto
hold while an agreement is hammered
out. That deal will then become the industry is in transition. The growth of
pattern for contracts with the other ride sharing, electric cars and autonomous vehicles will all be factors in this
companies.
Will there be a strike this time round of auto talks.

So, why Ford?
The Free Press article, citing dozens of interviews with company and
union sources, says that union negotiators consider Ford to be a “good faith
partner in what is, at best, a brutal
collective bargaining process that will
include fights over steep health-care
costs, hourly wage increases, the use of
temporary workers, and shrinking the
eight-year ‘grow-in’ period for full time
workers to reach top wages.”
Another reason that union negotiators may choose Ford, as the Free
Press article notes, is that Ford builds
more vehicles in the U.S. and employs
more hourly employees than any other
automaker. “More than 80 percent
of the vehicles that Ford sells in the
United States are built here,” according
to the Free Press.
That is in stark contrast to GM
which rewarded worker and taxpayer
sacrifices by announcing plans earlier
this year to lay off more than 14,000
workers and close three assembly
plants and two component factories in
North America by the end of 2019.
“I’ll remind us all of something
we’ve been saying since last November
when GM announced they planned to
close four plants: We invested in you,
now it’s your turn to invest in us,” Jones

told the company as negotiations got
under way. He promised to leave no
stone unturned to protect workers at
those plants.
Does that make GM a likely target?
Perhaps.
Local 249 members shouldn’t
place their faith in any of this speculation or any of the rumors that can be
expected to fly in the coming weeks.
There is only one prudent course.
Whether or not Ford proves to be the
target. Whether or not there is a strike.
Prepare for the worst. Save money.
Don’t make any big purchases now.
Don’t take on any new debt. If we are
the target or if there is a strike, you’ll be
prepared. If there isn’t, no harm done.
One thing we don’t have to speculate on is the target of local negotiations at KCAP. Jim Fisher, Jason Starr
and the Local 249 Bargaining Committee have called for a strike authorization vote to be held August 26-28.
It’s important that Local 249 members turn out to vote in large numbers
to authorize a strike if necessary to win
a fair contract. Voting to authorize a
strike doesn’t mean there will be one,
but a good turnout and large majority
in favor of authorizing a strike will put
our bargainers in a strong position to
get the best contract possible.
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UAW President Jason Starr , left, and Bargaining Chairman Jim Fisher recently toured the new Stamping Plant and Material Sorting Center complex. The Kansas City Assembly
Plant is the most efficient, most productive facility, not just in the United States, but in the world due to the hard work and dedication of the Local 249 membership. Photo
by Don Lehman.

The future looks bright for KCAP

I

By Gwen Starkey

n the latest milestone in the resurgence of the auto industry in the Midwest, Missouri continues to lead the way. Coming with the F150 2020 / 21
model year, employees and robots will soon be working almost in tandem
to manufacture aluminum hoods and roofs for the F150 trucks right alongside where they currently pump out steel parts for the Transit van, inside the
newly expanded Ford Motor Company Kansas City Stamping Plant.
The original 500,000 square foot gives us the ability to stamp our own
facility, which broke ground in 2012 F150 parts on site. We have the most
with a $1.1 billion dollar investment efficient skilled work force that there
due in part to the 2010 Missouri Manu- is and bringing this to our facility is
facturing Jobs Act, has seen several monumental. We will be a dual facility
expansions over the years. This latest with half stamping for the Transit and
round includes an all-aluminum press half stamping for the F150.”
The MSC building is a separate
and a 500,000 square foot F150 Matefacility
located in the stamping area
rial Sorting Center (MSC) building,
complex.
Similar to the Transit MSC
along with an aluminum-recycling
building,
the
F150 MSC will sort numercenter.
ous
components
associated with the
“The F150 2020 / 21 model year
assembly
process
that are currently
for Ford is a complete redesign,” UAW
sorted
outside
of
the
facility. We will
Local 249 President Jason Starr said.
be
sequencing
our
own
parts in-house
“We are getting an all-aluminum press
line, which is huge for the F150. It’s the for line side so it goes over to the plant
benchmark for what the F150 is. That already in order.
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Just to give you an idea of the size
of the new building, we are taking on
over 1200 new parts that we will be
sorting, and that equates to a hundred
or so new jobs between the press and
the MSC center. Job bidding for some
of the higher classification jobs like
Utility and Team Leader should begin
in the next 30-45 days.
At the August union meeting, Local 249 Bargaining Chairman Jim Fisher
spoke about different phases of the expansion, telling the membership that
we are right on schedule and should be
stamping parts sometime in April.
“UAW Local 249 is always looking
for future opportunities to grow inside
the Kansas City Assembly Plant (KCAP)
facilities for our members and the new
stamping plant press and MSC buildings is a great example,” Fisher said.
“This just shows the hard work and
dedication of our membership and
that while other plants and facilities are
worrying about product commitment,

Ford has enough faith in our quality
and workmanship to expand here at
KCAP, where we have unique situations
that other plants do not. We should all
be very proud of that work standard.”
Our skilled trades have taken on
much more of the workload in the
Stamping Plant and MSC building,
which previously would have been
contracted out. Trades are working
together installing transformers, guard
rails, overhead sprinkler lines, loading
docks and dock locks, large overhead
fans, stock racks and some of the new
apprentice electricians are installing
the light fixtures.
While trades have done this type
of work in previous retooling, they’ve
never taken on quite this large of
volume of work. “These are pretty big
projects for us,” Training Coordinator
Millwright Shane Troncin said. Troncin,
who coordinates the training on the
new presses that are being installed,
says that this is great for our skilled

trades because they pull back work
into the plant for our own workers.
“We are just cutting out the middle man by doing the work in-house,”
Troncin said. “We are less expensive
than outside contractors and we do a
much better job. It also allows us the
opportunity to train our own apprentices to get the experience they need to
take on these jobs. When it’s our work,
we own it; we are there to do whatever
needs to be done. This was negotiated
in the last contract and it’s proven to be
quite successful in keeping our work
in-house.”
Additions and continued expansion projects are extremely important
for our current membership because
it provides access to higher seniority
work and the ability to bring in additional members. “It’s opportunity for
our current members to have better
jobs,” Starr said, and the opportunity for
additional hiring with any expansion.
That’s huge.”
While Ford is not in the business
of sharing detailed information, they
do convey that they would need to
hire a significant number of people
to staff future needs. Right now, they
are in the investment stage on the
facilities and essentially, all of this is
predicated on future funding and of
course the economy. There’s no way
to know what these numbers are and
any guesses right now would just be
assumptions, but Starr seems to think
that the potential for opportunities at
KCAP would be pretty significant.
It’s always a cost savings for Ford
to have work done on-site as they
spend substantial amounts of money
transporting components from the
facility where they are produced to
KCAP so it definitely makes more
sense to have that work here. Ford
has 100’s of acres surrounding the
stamping plant so future expansion
possibilities seems bright.
“We are the most efficient, most
productive facility, not just in the
United States, but in the world,” Starr
said. “Under one roof, KCAP is the
largest facility. The potential is great
and our workforce is phenomenal.
It’s important for our members to
understand that anytime we have the
opportunity to bring in new work that
translates into security. The more jobs
we have the more secure we are. It’s
a highlighted priority for everything
we do here. To make sure that we are
bringing in as much opportunity as
possible.”
For our members at KCAP, this is
not just a job; it’s our ticket to the middle class. Ultimately, we all are here for
one reason, to provide for our families,
and to put out a good product and be
proud of American made vehicles.

What do I do if I miss a TESPHE
loan repayment?

F

ord Motor Company hired Alight as the administrator for TESPHE on ments either by mailing a check, or by
January 1, 2019. Alight implemented new administrative rules for making an online payment via myfordmissed loan repayments effective at that time.
benefits.com. You will need to enter
Missed loan payments occur if will be reported to the IRS as a taxable direct debit bank account information
your paycheck includes a full week or distribution, if you do not make up the on the system prior to making online
more of certain types of hours such as missed repayments by the date speci- payments.
vacation or plant shutdown. The Ford fied on the notice.
This notice does not mean you
payroll system does not take loan reFollowing these loan repayment need to do anything -- just be aware
payment deductions from paychecks rules will mean your loan stays current of these rules and understand why
with those types of hours.
and will not have a balloon payment you may receive loan delinquency
The prior administrator allowed due at the end of its term. Keeping notices.
you to miss a weekly loan repayment your loan payments current will also
If you have any questions visit
without going into delinquency status, result in meeting the IRS requirement myfordbenefits.com, call the NESC
and only sent a warning notice to make of “substantially equal payments that at 1-800-248-4444 Monday through
up missed payments if you missed an include principal and interest” for your Friday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Eastern Time
entire month of repayments.
or contact your UAW Benefits Repre401(k) plan loans.
Unfortunately, this process caused
You can make up missed repay- sentative.
a balloon payment to be due at the
end of the loan term for any missed
repayments during the life of the loan.
As a result, TESPHE experienced a large
number of loan defaults because employees were unable to afford these
balloon payments.
Alight sends a loan delinquency
notice if ANY weekly loan repayments
are missed in the prior month, or if the
loan is not 100% current. The amount
due on the notice must be paid by the
end of the following calendar quarter
in order to avoid defaulting on the
loan.
For example: You miss loan repayIn preparation for a possible strike,
ments for the first two weeks in July
we are asking you to donate nondue to a plant shutdown. In August,
you will receive a loan delinquency
perishable food and hygiene items to
notice that states you must make up
the strike pantry at the union hall. If
the missed payments by December 31,
we don’t go on strike, all items will be
2019 in order to avoid a loan default.
Note that receiving a loan dedonated to local food pantries.
linquency notice does not mean the
loan has defaulted or been taxed.
The belly you help fill may be your own!
However, your loan will be in default,
and the remaining principal balance

UAW Local 249 Strike Pantry
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What Local 249 members are doing
to prepare for a possible strike

P

By Chrissy Kline

reparations for a potential work stoppage are underway for the
more than 7000 union members of the Kansas City Assembly Plant.
As contract negotiations draw nearer to the expiration of the 2015
Collective Bargaining Agreement members plan ahead. With a plant our
size that has such a large blend of employment statuses, there are many
different levels of preparedness here at KCAP.
Many members have been prepar- I’m going to keep doing what is best for
ing for the impending contract expira- me and my children.”
tion on September 15th for more than
She saved her tax return this year
a year, others such as temporary status and has paid her rent in advance for
workers have been employed at Ford September and plans to do the same
Motor Company for less than a year. for October. She is beginning to stock
Across the board members are coming up on groceries and household netogether in solidarity to prepare for cessities as able. Despite being at a
whatever lies ahead.
disadvantage as a TPT in preparing for
Members like Lisa Pruett, who a possible work stoppage, Mills said
works in Truck Trim on C-Crew have she will not cross a picket line.
been preparing for the better part of a
One thing we pride ourselves on at
year. She took the yearly profit sharing KCAP is that we come together in times
bonus earned in March and applied of need. “It is hard to ask for help for a
that towards getting her realtor’s li- lot of people,” Mills stated but it may
cense to be able to provide herself with be necessary to reach out and help
extra income as well as have a backup one another through this potentially
plan if we were to go on strike. “What difficult time.
you do today affects your tomorrow”
Some members who have been
she said.
able to save for a longer period of time
Valerie Mills, a temporary status have had other methods of preparemployee, is currently seeking second- ing such as taking advantage of the
ary employment as she prepares to go financial planning classes provided at
back to three days a week in the plant. the union hall or saving bonuses along
“I knew that the job was temporary and the way.
that a strike was possible, I just didn’t
Dave Grant, a new member orienexpect to need to be ready so soon,” tation facilitator, diversity trainer and
she shared.
safety advisor, did not spend his 2015
“I’m not giving up. I’m not quitting. strike savings and has left it untouched
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to gain interest to build upon the foundation it provided and give him a safety
net for negotiation times.
“I won’t spend it this time either.
Then when I retire, the wife and I can
go on one hell of a trip,” Grant stated
about his preparedness.
A former temporary worker Jacob
Keys, who now works at the Kansas
City High Velocity Center or the “parts
depot” as most know it, shared that
they are prepared for any outcome
and “ready to walk out at a moment’s
notice if needed.”
Keys has even already called his
mortgage company and worked out
an agreement in advance in the event
that a strike is necessary.
“Working with two thirds of a plant
that has 20 or more years of seniority
has been a blessing. I have been able
to draw on that experience. I lean on
them big time” Keys said.
He has even done research into
other options in the event that a work
stoppage lasts longer than his savings
and found financial institutions that
will give a loan to a union members
on strike with no repayment until they
return to work.
Keys approach to preparation
drives home the point of being proactive, rather than reactive, when possible. Now is the time to be reaching
out to your mortgage companies, landlords, utility companies and lenders
to discuss what options are available

to you in the event of a strike. Make
plans now with the hopes of never
needing them.
During a time that is filled with
so much stress and anxiety about the
unknown it is also reassuring to hear
from members like Shirley Mata about
how she has prepared for a possible
strike.
“I have down-sized my home and
put off buying a new car. I drive a cash
purchased car with no air conditioning,
but I owe nothing on it” Mata said.
She has also spoken with a few
families she intends to help with food
in the event of a strike. She was adamant about taking care of those who
take care of others. “It’s the least I can
do to help them stress about one less
thing, even if it is only about what you
will eat that day.”
This is a heartwarming look at the
solidarity building within our local.
Already members are reaching out
to one another about finding ways
to provide childcare for one another,
setting up dinner parties to make large
volume meals and split them to freeze
or eat, and even discussing options on
living arrangements in the event of an
extended work stoppage.
All in all the membership has said
they hope none of these preparations
are needed but it is inspiring and encouraging for this reporter to see the
solidarity and strength of our membership blossoming around me.

The next 30 days are important to our future

A

By Jim Fisher

t this time, both the Local and National agreements with Ford Motor
Company are set to expire at midnight on September 14th. Currently
the negotiation team from Local 249 is meeting with top management
from KCAP on a daily basis. The Kansas City Assembly plant is important to
Ford, our community, and all the Local 249 members. KCAP has long been a
success for Ford Motor Company thanks to the hard work our members put
in. Our members lead the way in quality and productivity. When you check
our numbers vs. other Ford plants in North America our members set the
bar and are a very large part of Ford’s overall success as a company.
As the UAW works towards reaching speaking with the media. If anyone from
an agreement both locally and nationally a news station, editor for a web site, or
there will be a lot of activity around our any other type of media approaches you,
plant. I want to assure everyone that no we ask that you refer them to the union
one in Local 249 leadership is hoping for hall. It’s very important that we send one
a work stoppage of any kind, but part message to the public.
of our job as leaders is to review a few
Once agreements have been reached
things with you.
there will be a ratification meeting and
First we ask all of our members to vote held. We ask all of our members to
take their financial planning very serious. plan to participate in this process. It’s very
This would be the time to be talking with important that all of our members have a
your banks and places you might have a say in the next four years.
loan with. Some of these companies will
Finally, I would like to thank the
help with financial support if there is a membership for their solidarity and
work stoppage.
support that you have shown to the
This is also the time you might con- local. The next 30 days are important to
sider having a meeting with your family. our future as we work towards reaching
They will also need to understand the agreements both locally and nationally.
impact this could have on them. We are
Our goal is to bring our members Chairman Jim Fisher answers questions at the August membership meeting about the
very aware of the stress some families will two agreements you will be proud of current status of contract negotiations both locally and nationally and any potential
go through as we work towards reaching and deserve.
strike questions or concerns. Photo by Don Lehman.
a fair agreement.
If any of our members would like to
speak with a counselor our Employee
Support Services Program Representative is available to assist you at (816)
459-1226.
We ask everyone to avoid any
rumors. With social media and other
random web pages there is a group of
people on these sites that either enjoy
stirring people up, or hope to hurt the
chances of an agreement passing.
When information becomes available it will come from the Leadership Members of the Human and Civil Rights Committee attend training to better serve our membership.
of Local 249 only. This includes the following sources: the Local 249 app, First
Local News, the UAW Local 249 web page
and Facebook page, flyers and bulletins
Article 2, Section 2 states, To unite in
By Erin Miller
distributed by UAW representatives, your
one organization, regardless of relicommitteemen or other elected and aphe Civil and Human Rights Committee is a collective of people, that inves- gion, race, creed, color, sex, political
pointed officials at the local.
affiliation or nationality, age, disability,
tigate and provide assistance in handling discrimination complaints.
When something is able to be anArticle 26, Section 4- The Depart- their duties as set forth in this article, marital status or sexual orientation,
nounced, we will use plant bulletins to
get communications to our members as ment shall be charged with the duty and to carry out such further duties as gender identity or gender expression,
fast as possible. Again, if it doesn’t come of implementing the policies of the may be assigned to it from time to time all employees under the jurisdiction of
from a Local 249 Rep please don’t put international union dealing with dis- by the international president or the this international union.
crimination as these policies are set international executive board.
If you have experienced any form of
much worth into it.
We are here to defend the pro- harassment, please have your foreman
As you can imagine with KCAP being forth in the international constitution
a plant that builds two of the top selling and as they may be evidenced by tected classes. Your civil and human contact your committeeman or contact
vehicles for Ford, and the large amount action of the international executive rights protect you against discrimina- your committeeman directly if that is
of members here at Local 249 there is a board and of international conven- tion, harassment, offensive conduct, not an option. You may also contact
tions, and to give all possible guidance and hostile work environment. UAW any member of human and civil rights
possibility of some media coverage.
We ask all of our members to avoid to local unions in the furtherance of International Union Constitution committee or local leadership.

Labor rights are civil rights

T
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Sept. 14 contract deadline looms
By Jason Star

A

s I write this, we are 28 days away from the expiration of the 2015 Local and National agreements. I know there is a significant amount of
concern and questions in regards to the status of the 2019 collective
bargaining negotiations.
The local leadership team took
This is why during the new busithe concerns of our members to the ness portion of our monthly memberConstitutional Convention and made ship meeting I was seeking a motion
it clear that our members expect an from the highest authority in our great
agreement that brings: product in- organization, the membership, to hold
vestment to secure our facilities and a vote to authorize a strike against Ford
jobs, investment in training for our Motor Company, and to give the local
members to ensure we are producing leadership the authorization to call for
the vehicles of the future as electric a strike locally if we are unable to reach
and autonomous vehicles come to the a fair agreement.
market, reducing the wage progresThe vote was unanimous and a resion period for our newer members sounding yes. The strike vote will take
and also one that eliminates the cur- place at the union hall beginning at 5
rent utilization of temporary workers a.m. on August 26th and will continue
without a defined period of time for for 48 consecutive hours until 5 a.m. on
permanent hire.
August 28th. It is important that every
It is my belief, that our national member votes to show our strength
negotiators and leadership have heard and solidarity on such an important
our expectations and are prepared to issue.
deliver an agreement that addresses
Again the hope is that we avoid a
these concerns and many others.
strike, but I beg each and every memLocally we are seeking an agree- ber to please prepare for the possibility
ment that protects the safety, well be- of a potential strike. As we get closer
ing and interests of our members. An to the deadline, there will be a series
agreement that protects the utilization of flyers distributed that will outline
of seniority to give opportunity for ad- the timing of all membership strike
vancement and growth of the hardest duties and responsibilities to aid in
working members within the UAW.
preparation.
While the ultimate goal is to get
I did also take a moment to ada fair agreement that reflects the hard dress a few concerns and questions we
work and dedication of our members have heard a lot and then took queswithout a strike, it would be a cata- tions from members in attendance.
strophic failure not to prepare for such
Within hours of a strike being
an event. At this point, what I can tell called, the company will file an injuncyou is that our union and the company tion with the National Labor Relations
are very far apart from reaching an Board, and they are not on our side,
agreement.
to limit the number of picketers and

Local 249 President Jason Starr called for a strike authorization vote at the August
membership meeting. Photo by Don Lehman.
locations.
Strike duty assignments are made
by the local leadership alphabetically
and will not be changed unless there is
a serious issue. All members will be required to participate if they wish to receive benefits. Our members currently
at temporary status will participate in a
strike. They are dues paying members
and are protected by the NLRA.
Strike assistance pay is $250 plus

2019 UAW Region 5 Special V-CAP Drive

Two Grand Prize 7-Day All Expense Paid Cruise for Two
Or Win a Laptop Computer or 5-Day All Expense Paid Elk Hunt
Join the Platinum Club
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the cost of medical insurance. You must
complete your assigned duties to be
eligible for pay and benefits. If you
work another job and the amount of
earning is $250 or more you will not
receive strike assistance pay but you
will still receive insurance benefits.
If you are on medical you can not
participate in the strike until you have
cleared medical and opted to join the
strike. If you are on medical and the
company cancels your healthcare you
must still be released by the company
and then join the strike to receive strike
assistance and medical coverage.
Please avoid all rumors and misinformation on social media as the
company will hire trolls to divide and
distract our members. Please follow
local leadership’s instructions to avoid
any complications to an already complicated situation.
Please allow the local leadership to
address the media. They will attempt
to subvert our actions and mislead the
public and we need their support.
Be there for other members in
need if we find ourselves in a potential
strike.
We will also be moving the September meeting to the 8th to allow for
preparation at the local in the event of
a potential strike.

Retiree’s enjoy annual picnic

W

By Natalie Wood

e held our annual retiree’s picnic indoors at Local 249 union hall
this year due to bad weather, heat and humidity experienced in
previous years. In spite of this, we had 101 members come out and
enjoy fellowship and barbecue with our union brothers and sisters. There
were a lot of gifts given out, such as gift cards, T-shirts, caps and cash and
everyone enjoyed themselves.
I had an opportunity to visit with concerning health care. We thanked
Jim Walsh from Independence, Mo. her for her time and dedication.
He said he came out for fellowship
I also would personally like to
and good food and he wasn’t disap- share and thank the membership for
pointed.
my opportunity to travel to Norman,
Jerry Ash and Dennis Dooley trav- Oklahoma for Summer School. It was
eled for four and a half hours from Shell educational, inspirational and fun.
Knob, Missouri to attend this picnic.
If I had to pick a key point of SumThey said they loved seeing their old mer School it would be to be selective
friends and reminiscing.
as to who we put into political offices.
Margret Grubbs and Roberta Rob- This can have a profound and lasting
erson were attending the picnic as well. impact on every aspect of our daily
They especially loved the Smokehouse lives.
Bar-B-Que that had been catered. Both
It is important to get to know who
ladies said this is the first indoor picnic would best provide and protect what
they have ever attended.
we all have worked so hard for: our
Margret and Roberta both won health care, our pension and our strong
prizes of cash and gift cards. They were unions and more.
very glad they came.
You will meet other union memChairman Mel Thompson made the bers who share the love for our mighty
announcement that we will not have a union from all over in Region 5. If you
September retiree meeting due to the want to get some more motivation
potential of a local or national strike. We about our union, then plan to attend
need to protect what is ours and sup- our 2020 summer school. You’ll be glad
port and help in any way we can.
you did.
Tanya Moore from Blue Cross /
Since the September meeting is
Blue Shield was present and made her- cancelled, please make a note that our
self available to answer any questions next scheduled retiree meeting will be

Get the official APP of United Auto
Workers Local 249!
Connect with us to get the latest updates, sign up for text alerts, learn about
Local 249 events, take action, and read
stories that are relevant to you.

UAW Local 249 Retirees enjoyed their annual picnic which was held indoors at the
union hall Aug. 21st with lunch catered by Smoke House Barbecue. Photo by Don
Lehman.
October 16th.
Bingo will be on September 13th
next month. Please bring a white el-

ephant gift and a covered dish, desert
or snack to share, and join the fun. I
can’t wait to see you all there.

FILL PRESCRIPTIONS NOW!
Talk to your doctor about getting prescriptions set up for
90-day refills where possible to ensure you have enough of
your medications in the event of a work stoppage.
Also be sure to use your vision and dental benefits prior to
contract expiration if possible.

Download from the Google Play Store
http://bit.ly/2qZwEq6 or Apple Store
http://apple.co/2qq5E0l

Have you moved?

Like us on Facebook

Is your address current with
Labor Relations?
In the event of a strike, the union needs your
current address to pay strike benefits

www.facebook.com/UAWLocal249
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Sadie Bass, left, and Kim Rowland are preparing plans for a potential strike at KCAP as the Sept. 14 contract deadline looms. The two are co-chairs of the Local 249 Community
Service Committee which has responsibility for plant closings, strikes and layoffs. Photo by Don Lehman.

Strike preparations underway at KCAP

I

By Pat Hayes

n all her years at Ford, Kim Rowland never felt a strike was looming like
she does now. Rowland is chair of Local 249’s Community Services Committee and heads up the union ramp crew. She also serves as chair of the
Region 5 Community Service Council.
The UAW’s Community Services kept in a “Save for Strike” box.
Committee performs the important
“Winging it is not my style,” says
task of getting help for members and Rowland. I knew we needed a plan.
their families in time of need. This comRowland, and her Community
mittee also plays a pivotal role in plant Service Committee co-chair, Sadie
Bass, have been working to draft a
closings, strikes and layoffs.
While there is no way of predicting comprehensive plan since May.
They have attended strike prepawhether or not there will be a strike at
ration
training in Detroit and at Black
Ford or KCAP in this round of contract
Lake
with
Jim Fisher, Jason Starr and
negotiations — for its part, the union is
Dana
Davidson.
bargaining in good faith in its attempt
The strike plan they’ve developed,
to win a fair contract — the union must
which
begins a year out from any
be prepared if talks break down and an
potential
strike, is now detailed in a
agreement can’t be reached.
manual
that
can be updated by local
In the past, says Rowland, all of the
leaders
in
future
years.
union’s plans for a possible strike were
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Much of the plan has been put into
operation already.
The union has used all of its communication tools — First Local News,
Facebook, the Local 249 app, flyers,
meetings and the Member to Member Committee to urge members to
save for the strike, to order prescribed
medications in advance and to fill prescriptions for glasses now.
Local 249 has also created a strike
pantry to provide non-perishable food
items and personal hygiene items to
members in need during a potential
strike.
Nathan Himes helped fill the pantry
by donating and smoking pulled pork
sandwiches to members who brought
four non-perishable food items to the
August membership meeting.
Members who wish to donate
items may still do so at the union hall.

Please make sure that the donated
items are within the expiration dates
listed on the packaging.
Another part of the plan was put
into effect at an overflowing membership meeting in August that voted
unanimously to take a strike authorization vote August 26-28.
Speaking jointly from the podium
at the membership meeting, President
Jason Starr and Bargaining Chair Jim
Fisher urged all members to vote to authorize a strike, if necessary, to put the
local’s bargaining team in the strongest
position to reach a fair contract.
Rowland and Bass have also
reached out to political, religious, social
service and business allies to obtain aid
for members.
A flyer to members about picket
duties has been drafted for distribution
if needed.

